The MDR1/ABCB1 regional amplification in large inverted repeats with asymmetric sequences and microhomologies at the junction sites.
A multidrug-resistant lung cancer cell line PTX250, established by treatment with the anti-cancer drug paclitaxel, has been demonstrated to have an increased copy number in the 7q21.12 region including the MDR1/ABCB1 gene. The amplicon is 2.7 megabases in size, and the copy number increase is 11-fold compared with the parental cell line. Here, we examined the amplicon structure and determined nucleotide sequences at both junctions of the amplicon. Fluorescence in situ hybridization analysis using an MDR1 probe demonstrated a cluster of fluorescent signals at the chromosomal end, suggesting an intra-chromosomal amplification. DNA fragments of both junctions were cloned and sequenced. The distal junction was a head-to-head fusion with a 4-base pair (bp) overlap separated by an asymmetric sequence of 1,265 bp, and the proximal junction was a tail-to-tail fusion with a 2-bp overlap intervened by an asymmetric sequence of 2,203 bp. These results suggest that the amplicon has a large palindromic structure with an asymmetric sequence and has been amplified through the breakage-fusion-bridge cycle. Specific sequences, which might be related to the occurrence of double-strand-breakages, were found at or near the junctions of the amplicon -- an inverted repeat in the distal junction and a highly AT-rich region near the proximal junction.